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CREATE!YOUR!GUIDING!PRINCIPLES!!

So often we are defined by our titles and for many this becomes synonymous with 
our work. Here is a chance to re-define the whole YOU and create a set of guiding 
principles which can be used for this Game Change and well beyond. Based on the 
idea of a ‘business’ card you should aim to keep this clear, succinct and focused.  

! Your new title. This needs to be just that, a title in a few words, what you bring. 
Don’t be stuck using corporate or standard words, you don’t even need to 
stick to it being about work. Pick something that really means something e.g. 
Inspirer of Community Spirit 

! Your top 3 values, things that you live by / core principles that guide you e.g. 
Fun, adventurous and spiritual  

! A summary of what you do best (your strengths and expertise) e.g. Expert in 
youth work, exceptionally organised and bring people together 

! A motto or a phrase that sums up what you want to achieve, what matters. 
What you are truly passionate about, sometimes known as your calling e.g. 
“Bringing together people to support each other in fulfilling their potential” 
 

What can I do with this once it is created? 

! Keep it somewhere accessible so that you can refer to it and update / 
amend it so it feels 100% right. It should feel inspiring and deeply LIKE YOU.  

! Use it when considering options and choices e.g. I am applying for a new job 
– does this company fit with my core values? Will this new business venture 
play to my strengths? How can I incorporate X into my home life if it doesn’t 
currently within work? Am I going in a direction that fits with my guiding 
principles? 

! Share it with the FB group (this allows you to see skills you could swap and 
share experiences) 

! To take it a step further you could get this created online and printed. The 
design and colours you choose will no doubt further reflect YOU.  

  


